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Tuesday, June 9, 2020
This session features a series of mock trials!!!

• We won’t stick too strictly to courtroom protocol.
• Not intended to imply that these cases are matters that should be taken up in a court of law.
  • In fact, most should not
• YOU are the jury!
  • Verdicts will be done via live polling
• We’re going to have some fun, but the value comes from the discussion.
Note that we won’t post the rest of the slides in advance of the meeting since they don’t make any sense by themselves.

As you will soon discover, they all fit into one of two categories:

1. “Exhibits” used by the attorneys in the various cases, or
2. Polling questions, where YOU, the jury, can render your verdicts and share your thoughts.

Please come prepared to play an active role – our actuarial court system depends upon an attentive and engaged jury!
See you on June 9th!